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Key Action 1
 
Student Mobility 

This activity presents the students with the opportunity to enrich

their knowledge with a study period abroad at a partner higher

education institution (HEI). This study period may also be in the

form of/include a traineeship (work placement) abroad in an

enterprise or any other relevant workplace .  

In the case where a student mobility period abroad includes a

traineeship period as well , such combination creates synergies

between the academic and the professional experience .

Staff Mobility 

Teaching periods : this activity provides HEI teaching staff or staff

from enterprises with the opportunity to teach at a partner HEI

abroad . Staff mobility for teaching can be in any subject

area/academic discipline . 

Training periods : this activity supports the professional

development of HEI teaching and non-teaching staff in the form of

training events abroad (excluding conferences) and job

shadowing/observation periods/training at a partner HEI , or at

another relevant organisation abroad . 

A staff mobility period abroad can combine teaching and training

activities .

During 2019 , EUPA awarded a total of €2,413,790.00
 

in projects under KA 103 , and a total of €263,745.00 in projects

under KA 107 .

Selected 

100%

0% Reserved,

 Rejected & Ineligible

KA103 Higher Education Student & Staff Mobility

HIGHER EDUCATION
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Key Action 2

Strategic Partnerships within this sector aim to support the

development , transfer and/or implementation of innovative

practices . It supports the implementation of joint initiatives

promoting cooperation , peer learning and exchanges of

experience at European level . The actions supported under this

key action are expected to bring positive and long-lasting effects

on the participating organisations , on the policy systems

in which such actions are framed as well as on the organisations

and persons directly or indirectly involved in the organised

activities .  This is done by tackling skills gaps and mismatches by

supporting innovative pedagogies to design and develop

learning-outcomes which meet the learning needs of students

whilst also acting as a close link to the labour market and societal

needs . This is further enhanced through better use of open and

online , blended , work-based and multidisciplinary learning .

Furthermore , special attention is also given to increase the uptake

of subjects experiencing skills shortages . 

This key action also focuses on promoting and rewarding

excellence in teaching and skills development by encouraging

training of academics and exchange of good practices in new and

innovative pedagogies , including multi-disciplinary approaches ,

new curriculum design , delivery and assessment methods . In

addition , strategic partnerships within this field , help out in

building inclusive higher education systems by focusing on

increasing fairness in access and participation by under-

represented and disadvantaged groups and refugees .

Other essential focus points of this key action include the

introduction of a wider variety of online courses , the linking of

education with research and innovation , as well as fostering an

entrepreneurial , open and innovative higher education sector , by

promoting learning and teaching partnerships with commercial

and non-commercial partners in the private sector .

KA107 Higher Education Student & Staff Mobility 
Between Programme & Partner Countries 

Selected

95%

Rejected

5%

0%  Rejected & Ineligible

HIGHER EDUCATION
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During 2019 , EUPA awarded a total of €743,731.00
in projects under KA 203 .

Rejected

67%

Selected

33%

KA203 Strategic Partnerships for Higher Education

0%  Rejected & Ineligible

HIGHER EDUCATION
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KEY ACTION:   KA103
SECTOR:  HIGHER EDUCATION STUDENT AND STAFF MOBIL ITY
WITHIN PROGRAMME COUNTRIES

BEST PRACTICE PROJECT 2019

Project Reference Number 
2017-1-MT01-KA103-026879

Name of Sending Organisation (Applicant organisation) 
MCAST

 
Website of Sending Organisation (Applicant organisation)
www .mcast .edu .mt

 
Start and end date of project
01 June 2017

Hosting Organisation
31 May 2019

 

MCAST

OBJECTIVES OF THE PROJECT

Support learners in the acquisition of learning outcomes

(knowledge , skills and competences) with a view to improving

their personal development , their involvement as considerate

and active citizens in society and their employability in the

European labour market and beyond ;

Support the professional development of those who work in

education , training and youth with a view to innovating and

improving the quality of teaching , training and youth work

across Europe ;

Enhance notably the participants '  foreign languages

competence ;

Raise participants '  awareness and understanding of other

cultures and countries , offering them the opportunity to build

networks of international contacts , to actively participate in

society and develop a sense of European citizenship and

identity ;

Increase the capacities , attractiveness and international

dimension of organisations active in the education , training and

youth fields so that they are able to offer activities and

programmes that better respond to the needs of individuals ,

within and outside Europe ;

Reinforce synergies and transitions between formal , non-formal

education , vocational training , employment and

entrepreneurship ;

Ensure a better recognition of competences gained through the

learning periods abroad .

Target group:

Higher Education Students and Staff

HIGHER
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KEY ACTION:   KA103 
SECTOR:  HIGHER EDUCATION STUDENT AND STAFF MOBIL ITY
WITHIN PROGRAMME COUNTRIES

HIGHER
EDUCATION
SECTOR

Short description of beneficiary institution

Established in 2001 , the Malta College of Arts , Science and Technology

is the country ’s leading vocational education and training institution . 

 Six Institutes in Malta and the Gozo Campus , MCAST offers 180 full-

time and over 300 part-time vocational courses ranging from

certificates to Master ’s degrees (MQF Level 1 to Level 7).

Testimonials/positive comments from participants in final report

“Erasmus+ in Latvia was a lovely experience which gave me new

perspectives and wholesome experiences . This adventure required me

to live independently and take care of myself which unless you don ’t

do this already , is quite a tough start . Although it is reassuring that

with each passing day , a new lesson is learnt . In fact , I now feel very

independent and have more self-control . Erasmus+ gave me the

opportunity to study for a semester at LLU in Jelgava . I got to

experience different teaching techniques and attended lectures in a

palace . It was an experience I will always treasure and wish I had done

before . I am truly grateful for the opportunity and its aftermath ; I truly

enjoyed the time for myself and the adventurous months . Also , I feel

very self-reliant and much more confident . Definitely recommend !”

(Yanika Mifsud - Latvia) 

“Little did I know this experience was going to shape me as much as it

did , and will probably forever be referred to as the best experience of

my entire life . It began very early in the morning after an entire night

of tossing and turning , trying to control the butterflies in my stomach

enough to sleep . Two coffees and an emotional car ride later we

arrived to the airport , where I tried to look for the other people I was

travelling with , one of which was my best friend and roommate to be .

It is quite nice to think how far we have all come together !I have

already recommended the experience to so many people it is

unbelievable . In conclusion , I think this has been the best thing I have

ever decided to do in my life , and if I was ever offered the opportunity

to go on another Erasmus+ I would accept without a second thought !”

(Samuel Sant- Latvia) 

 

MCAST
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KEY ACTION:   KA103 
SECTOR:  HIGHER EDUCATION STUDENT AND STAFF MOBIL ITY
WITHIN PROGRAMME COUNTRIES
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“Where shall I begin? Latvia was a very beautiful and welcoming

place , and I fell in love at first sight . When I arrived at Jelgava ,

the city where I was to be staying , I found that it was such a

beautiful place with a river and all the trees – I had never seen

such greenery and I was happy that I would be living there . I

remember going to school for the first time and oh my , the

place was gorgeous , I didn ’t even know it were a palace , I

definitely felt like royalty there [LLU occupies former royal

palace buildings]. The lecturers were nice and caring ; when we

had a problem or a question they didn ’t hesitate to help us with

whatever we needed and this made me very grateful to them . In

the end , this mobility was a lovely experience to meet new

people and even explore the culture of this beautiful country . I

would recommend to anyone to take part on this Erasmus+

opportunity , because it is really worth doing .”

(Frankan Tabone - Latvia) 

 

MCAST
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BEST PRACTICE PROJECT 2019

Project Reference Number 
2018-1-MT01-KA107-038402

 

Name of Sending Organisation (Applicant organisation) 
MCAST

Website of Sending Organisation (Applicant organisation)
www .mcast .edu .mt

Start and end date of project
01 June 2018 – 30 September 2019

Countries represented in the project (apart from Malta) 
Serbia

SCHOOLS
SECTOR

MCAST

OBJECTIVES OF THE PROJECT

KEY ACTION:   KA107
SECTOR:  HIGHER EDUCATION STUDENT AND STAFF MOBIL ITY
BETWEEN PROGRAMME AND PARTNER COUNTRIES

In the engineering fields , technology advancements mean that

engineering staff members have to keep their knowledge and

skills constantly updated . Thus , these mobilities will be crucial

for the MCAST , the University of Niš and the University of

Belgrade staff to keep updated in their respective areas .

Target group 

Higher Education Students and Staff

   

Short description of beneficiary institution

Established in 2001 , the Malta College of Arts , Science and

Technology is the country ’s leading vocational education and

training institution .  Six Institutes in Malta and the Gozo

Campus , MCAST offers 180 full-time and over 300 part-time

vocational courses ranging from certificates to Master ’s degrees

(MQF Level 1 to Level 7).

 

Specific theme/s

Engineering , manufacturing and construction , inter-disciplinary

programmes . Electronic and automation

SCHOOLS
SECTOR
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KEY ACTION 203 
SECTOR:  STRATEGIC PARTNERSHIPS FOR HIGHER EDUCATION

BEST PRACTICE PROJECT 2019

Project Reference Number 
2016-1-MT01-KA203-015222

Name of Sending Organisation (Applicant organisation) 
University of Malta

 
Website of Sending Organisation (Applicant organisation)
www .um .edu .mt

 
Start and end date of project
01 September 2016 – 31 August 2018

 
Countries represented in the project (apart from Malta) 
Croatia , Greece , Romania , Portugal , Italy

UNIVERSITY OF MALTA

OBJECTIVES OF THE PROJECT

Project ENRETE seeks to promote equity , social inclusion and

active citizenship through inclusive education and a strengths-

based , resilience approach at a time when the economic and

social changes in Europe pose considerable challenges to

economic growth , social cohesion and psychological wellbeing

of citizens and communities , particularly the most vulnerable

ones (http ://ec .europa .eu/education/policy/strategic-

framework/index_en .htm). It seeks to improve the quality and

relevance of higher education by focusing on the development

of innovative curricula with high relevance to Europe ’s current

socio-economic context . The overall aim of the project is to

contribute to the creation of learning environments through

teacher education that promote the resilience and growth of

disadvantaged learners by providing them with the tools ,

resources and learning contexts which facilitate their

academic and social and emotional learning and consequently

their social inclusion and active citizenship .

Target group 

Teachers from the countries representing the various partners ;

stakeholders from each country (as well as other participants

interested); researchers , practitioners , and policy makers .

Short description of beneficiary institution

The University of Malta traces its origins to the founding of the

Collegium Melitense by the Jesuits in 1592 . The College was

raised to University status by Grand Master Manoel Pinto de

Fonseca in 1769 . Situated at Msida , it is the highest teaching

institution of the State by which it is mainly financed and is

HIGHER
EDUCATION
SECTOR
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KEY ACTION 203 
SECTOR:  STRATEGIC PARTNERSHIPS FOR HIGHER EDUCATION

UNIVERSITY OF MALTA

open to all those who have the requisite qualifications . Over the

past few years , the University has reviewed its structures in order to

be in line with the Bologna process . Conscious of its public role ,

the University strives to create courses which are relevant and

timely in response to the national , regional and international

needs . The supreme governing bodies of the University are the

Council and the Senate . There are over 11 ,000 students including

over 1000 foreign/exchange students from nearly 84 different

countries , following full-time or part-time degree and diploma

courses . The University has been involved as coordinator and

partner in numerous externally funded and EU-funded projects

including Horizon 2020 , Framework Programme , Lifelong Learning

Programme , Erasmus+, Tempus and various other international and

regional programmes and initiatives . The University is also

represented in a number of European and international University

networks and groups . 

The Centre for Resilience and Social and Emotional Health at the

University of Malta seeks to develop and promote social and

emotional health and resilience in children and young people . It

operates as a transdisciplinary research centre tapping into the

various strands of research and expertise provided by the different

disciplines in the field , and conducts research and development

work in the area , seeking to address local and national needs while

contributing to knowledge in the international domain . The Centre

seeks to establish collaborative partnerships with local , European

and international researchers and practitioners in the promotion of

socio-emotional health and resilience in school children and young

persons , with links to European , American , and Australian

researchers and institutions . The Centre leads a number of local

and international research projects , and publishes the

International Journal of Emotional Education , an international ,

online , open access , peer reviewed journal .

Summary of results and impact

The overall aim of the project is to contribute to the creation of

learning environments through teacher education that promote

the resilience and growth of disadvantaged learners by providing

them with the tools , resources and learning contexts which

facilitate their academic and social and emotional  learning and

consequently their social inclusion and active citizenship . To

achieve this aim , the project developed a set of modules or study

units constituting a European Masters level , tailored to build up

educators ’ competence in responding and addressing the

academic , social and emotional needs of learners at risk ,

particularly learners from ethnic , linguistic , and migrant

communities , from socio-economic disadvantage , and learners

with learning difficulties and special educational needs . More

specifically the project led to the output of various resilience

education study units at masters level , making use of both face to

face and online training , which will enable teachers to 
HIGHER
EDUCATION
SECTOR
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KEY ACTION 203 
SECTOR:  STRATEGIC PARTNERSHIPS FOR HIGHER EDUCATION

HIGHER
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UNIVERSITY OF MALTA

Inclusive education , training and youth

Supporting the implementation of reforms in line with the 2011 EU

Modernisation Agenda 

Supporting the implementation of the 2013 Communication on

Opening Up Education

develop the competencies to support learners in developing the

requisite resilience skills to overcome difficulties and grow

academically , socially and emotionally within an inclusive and

resilience-enhancing school communities .

Any Tools/Products Developed

A set of ten study units were developed in the first year of the project

which were then piloted and evaluated with about 250 teachers and

practitioners in the six partner countries . Following the evaluation of

the pilot implementation and both internal and external reviews , the

study units were also developed as online study units . Both face to

face and online study units the translated and published

electronically in 6 languages . The study units will also be the basis of a

collaborative European Masters in Resilience in Education which will

be offered as an Erasmus Mundus Masters if the application to be

submitted in February 2019 is successful and funding is secured . Some

of the partner organisations may also offer the Masters at their own

universities , apart from Erasmus Mundus . It is envisaged that the long

term benefits of the project , once the study units start being

implemented in teacher education programmes and consequently

translated into classroom practice , will include a reduction in

absenteeism , early school leaving , discrimination and bullying ,

disengagement and school failure , and social exclusion , particularly

amongst vulnerable children . This will be particularly true of the

partners taking place in the project , but through the dissemination

and exploitation strategy , there will be a multiplier effect , with other

countries and regions becoming also interested in the masters

programme . As a consequence resilience education will become an

integral part of mainstream education in Europe , with classrooms

across Europe operating as inclusive , resilience building , health

promoting and growth enhancing communities for all children ,

including the most vulnerable ones , from the first years of early

education . By seeking to create more inclusive and growth-enhancing

communities , particularly amongst vulnerable populations , as well as

providing the psychological resources to children at risk , to overcome

adversity and disadvantage from an early age , the project would thus

contribute towards more social cohesion and harmonious

relationships amongst the diversity of communities in Europe ,

promoting equity and social inclusion . The long term impact will thus

an increase in the quality of life of marginalised children , families and

communities , through social and economic growth .

Specific theme/s 

HIGHER
EDUCATION
SECTOR 12
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SECTOR:  STRATEGIC PARTNERSHIPS FOR HIGHER EDUCATION

UNIVERSITY OF MALTA
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Key Act ion 1
 

Staff  mobi l i ty :  

Teaching ass ignments :  These  act iv i t ies  give  the  opportuni ty

to  teachers  or  other  school  educat ion  s ta f f  to  teach  at  a

partner  school  abroad ;  

Structured courses  or  t ra in ing events  abroad:  These

support  the  profess iona l  deve lopment  of  teachers ,  school

leaders  or  other  educat iona l  s ta f f ;  

Job shadowing:  Prov ides  an  opportuni ty  fo r  teachers ,  school

leaders  or  other  school  s ta f f  to  spend  a  per iod  abroad  in  a

partner  school  or  another  re levant  organisat ion  act ive  in  the

f ie ld  of  school  educat ion .   These  act iv i t ies  enable  teachers  to

ga in  fu r ther  sk i l l s  in  address ing  the  needs  of  pupi l s  with

disadvantaged  backgrounds .  

Given  the  cur rent  context  concern ing  young  migrants ,

re fugees  and  asy lum  seekers ,  part icu lar  attent ion  wi l l  be  a lso

g iven  to  support

pro jects  that  t ra in  teachers  in  such  areas  as  t ra in ing  re fugee

chi ldren ,  in tercu l tura l  c lass rooms ,  teaching  pupi l s  in  the i r

second  l anguage ,  c lass room

tolerance  and  divers i ty .

During 2019 ,  EUPA awarded a  tota l  of  €436,045.00
 in  projects  under  KA 101 .

Selected
44%

Reserved
32%

Rejected
15%

Ineligible
9%

SCHOOL EDUCATION
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Key Act ion 2

Strateg ic  Partnersh ips  a im  to  support  the  deve lopment ,

t rans fer  and /or  implementat ion  of  innovat ive  pract ices .  I t

supports  the  implementat ion  of  jo int  in i t ia t i ves  promot ing

cooperat ion ,  peer  l earn ing  and  exchanges  of  exper ience  at

European  l eve l .  This  Key  Act ion  helps  to  equip  the

educat iona l  sys tem  to  ensure  the  del i very  of  high  qual i ty

teaching ,  even  with in  complex  c lass room  rea l i t ies ,

through  the  adopt ion  of  new  methods  and  too ls .

 

In  the  school  sector ,  th i s  key  act ion ,  pr imar i l y  a ims  to

conso l idate  the  prof i les  of  the  teaching  profess ions ,  inc luding

in  part icu lar  teachers ,  school  l eaders  and  teacher  educators  in

order  to  be  in  a  pos i t ion  to  address  underachievement  in

the  bas ic  sk i l l s  of  maths ,  sc ience  and  l i te racy  through  more

ef fect i ve ,  innovat ive  teaching  and  assessment  methods .

Part icu lar l y ,  th i s  i s  done  through  support ing  pro jects  focused

on  s tudent -centered  and  problem -based  act ive  l earn ing  us ing

mult id i sc ip l inary  and  in ter -disc ip l inary  approaches  through

foster ing  cr i t ica l  th ink ing  sk i l l s  by  address ing  cul tura l  and /  or

env i ronmenta l  contexts  in  teaching  sc ience ,  as  wel l  as  by

deve lop ing  innovat ive  didact ica l  mater ia l s  to  increase

mot ivat ion  fo r  reading  of  a l l  pupi l s .  The  promot ion  of  a

comprehens ive  approach  to  l anguage  teaching  and  l earn ing

and  the  increase  of  l ingu is t ic  divers i ty  in  schools  supported

by  mult i l ingual  c lass rooms  through  methods  bui l t  on  diverse

language  sk i l l s  a longs ide  the  main  l anguage  of  ins t ruct ion  are

a lso  given  pr ior i ty .

Key  Act ion  2  a lso  supports  schools  to  tack le  ear ly  school

leav ing  (ESL )  and  disadvantaged  groups ,  enabl ing  success  fo r

a l l  l earners ,  inc luding  a lso  migrants .  I t  addresses  a l l  s tudents

f rom  the  lowest  to  the  highest  end  of  the  academic  spect rum .

I t  a lso  works  at  enhanc ing  the  qual i ty  of  ear ly  chi ldhood

educat ion  and  care  (ECEC )  in  order  to  improve  the  qual i ty  of

serv ices  fo r  better  l earn ing  outcomes  and  thus  ensur ing  a

good  s tar t  in  educat ion  fo r  a l l .

SCHOOL EDUCATION
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Dur ing  2019 ,  EUPA  awarded  a  tota l  of  €971 ,007.00
in  pro jects  under  KA  201 ,  and  a  tota l  of  €731 ,539 .00  in

pro jects  under  KA  229 .

Selected

100%

0%  Rejected, Rejected

Ineligible

Selected

62%

Reserved & Ineligible 

25%

Rejected

13%

0%  Rejected & Ineligible

KA201  Strategic  Partnerships  for  Schools

KA229 School  Exchange Partnerships

SCHOOL EDUCATION
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KEY ACTION 101  -  LEARNING MOBIL ITY OF INDIVIDUALS -
MOBIL ITY OF LEARNERS AND STAFF

BEST PRACTICE PROJECT 2019

Project Reference Number 
2018-1-MT01-KA101-038369

Name of Sending Organisation (Applicant organisation) 
SMC Senglea Primary (Coordinator)

SGPC Paola Primary A

St Benedict College Birzebbuga Primary School

St . Theresa College Middle School

St Margaret College Vittoriosa Primary School

Website of Sending Organisation (Applicant organisation) 
www .smc .senglea .skola .edu .mt

Start and end date of project 
01st June 2018- 31st May 2019

Hosting Organisation
Mediterranean Information Office for Environment ,

Culture and Sustainable Development Association (Greece)

Countries represented in the project (apart from Malta)
Greece

HIGHER
EDUCATION
SECTOR

SMC SENGLEA PRIMARY

The main objectives of the training course in Greece (from
which the consortium will benefit are) include for trainees:

- An introduction to the Principles of Education for Sustainable

Development (ESD) and the 'Whole School Approach '  (WSA), in the

light of the Global 2030 Agenda of the Sustainable Development

Goals (SDGs). 

- Building on the trainee ’s professional development regarding

ESD pedagogy (hands-on , collaborative , participatory , learner-

centric , inter-disciplinary , values-driven , future-oriented) that can

be easily integrated in their work improving the quality of their

teaching . 

- The trying out (field-testing) and reflecting on activities from two

educational sources , namely "Know , Feel , Act to Stop Marine Litter"

and "Alter Aqua", as they have been applied by the host institution

for the past 5+ years . 

- To network with formal and non-formal educators from different

countries so as to exchange practices and new ideas .

.

OBJECTIVES OF THE PROJECT

18



KEY ACTION 101  -  LEARNING MOBIL ITY OF INDIVIDUALS -
MOBIL ITY OF LEARNERS AND STAFF

HIGHER
EDUCATION
SECTOR

SMC SENGLEA PRIMARY

In a Nutshell:

This project developed the competences of several staff on

meaningfully designing , implementing , and evaluating educational

interventions , based on the principles of Education for Sustainable

Development (ESD), giving emphasis on two current topics : Marine

Litter Management , and Non-Conventional Water Resources .

BACKGROUND ON ESD: 

Education for Sustainable Development (ESD) is all about

participatory teaching and learning methods that motivate and

empower learners to recognize the need for a change in behaviour

and take action for sustainable development . ESD is an "umbrella"

type of education that developing skills , important not only for the

school environment , but also constitutes life skills which are

crucial for tomorrow 's responsible and active European citizens ,

such as critical and future thinking , respect and participation in

decision making . Since 2013 , it was agreed to integrate ESD in the

European School system , with a cross-curriculum approach in line

with European and international documents .

Outline - Course Description: 

Our staff took part in a structured train-the-trainer course (hosted

in Athens , Greece) where teachers and trainers from European

schools and educational institutions shared their experiences in

ESD , in formal as well as in non-formal education and build on

their professional development . 

The week-long course combined short theoretic sessions and a

several workshops , field visits , interactive hands-on sessions , and

group-work sessions . It included a common “core” instruction

focusing on ESD , the "Whole Institute Approach" (WIA) within the

Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs), followed by two

specializations : 

 
(1) on Marine Litter Education. 
(2) on Education on Non-Conventional Water Resources.

Both these topics are considered as "vehicles" to address various

sustainability challenges (i .e . relating to the dominant , and often ,

over-consuming paradigm and the single-use-item culture ;

(circular economy and life cycle approach ; recycling and up-

cycling processes , wise management of natural resources ; etc) and

how the European young students perceive and respond to these

challenges , through their daily lives choices . The course also shed

light on how ESD is applied within the Greek formal system

(Primary & Secondary schools , Centres of Environmental

Education-CEEs) as well as , within the Non-Formal system (Non-

Governmental Organisations , NGOs , Museums and Research

Centres). 

19



KEY ACTION 101  -  LEARNING MOBIL ITY OF INDIVIDUALS -
MOBIL ITY OF LEARNERS AND STAFF

HIGHER
EDUCATION
SECTOR

SMC SENGLEA PRIMARY

The course participants , coming from many European countries ,

during the entire week contributed to the overall value of the

course ’s content by bringing in experiences from their countries .

The tangible outcome of the week-long course and the

educational resources developed by the trainees themselves were

uploaded and disseminated through all appropriate channels .

Target group 

Learning Mobility of Individuals Mobility of learners and staff

School education staff mobility

Short description of beneficiary institution

The consortium ‘Clearer Waters ’ consists of four primary schools

and one middle school in Malta .  The schools making up this

consortium cater for students ranging from just three years old up

to thirteen years old .  Our Consortium 's main aim is to get the

educators trained in thinking sustainably so that they can

ultimately make a change in our students '  mindset and how they

view the environment , resulting in its conservation with particular

emphasis on safeguarding our seas and oceans and conserving our

waters .

Summary of results and impact
 
Through the training course in Athens the expected learning
outcomes for the participants were:
 

- Improvements in their knowledge regarding the

principles and pedagogy of Education for Sustainable

Development (ESD) and the

"Whole School Approach", in the light of the global 2030 Agenda of

the Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs).

- To acquire knowledge about the Marine Litter

issue as well as the Non-Conventional Water Resources .

- To examine how educating about marine litter

or water can easily create discussions about global issues , ranging

from over-consumption

patterns , to human rights of labour , climate migrants , etc .

- To cultivate and share skills related to ESD teaching

methods applicable to young people .

- To experience how selected environmental

topics are addressed in Greek schools and a Centre of

Environmental Educati

(CEE).

- To exchange views and experiences with educators (both formal

and non-formal) from European countries .

- To build on their professional development regarding the

creation of their own interventions/projects on

sustainability/SDG/citizenship .
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These learning outcomes were all achieved through the
following activities.
 

- A Study Visit to the MARLISCO Exhibition regarding Marine Litter

hosted at the exhibition space of the Municipality of Nikaia City .

- Gained new knowledge and skills on how to set up an exhibition

to better educate students about the Marine Litter situation .

- Marine Litter is considered a ‘Hot Topic ’ globally : Let ’s discover

why , through a workshop based on the educational resource

“Know , Feel , Act ! to Stop Marine Litter” and the MARLISCO

Exhibition , by Ms I . Alampei and a class shadowing activity at the

centre though carried out in Greek since students '  first language

was Greek . The trainers were always present to answer any

questions on the participants '  part - gained knowledge

and skill as to how to make students aware of Marine Litter in an

interactive way .

- Presentations by Ms T . Vlachogianni (Participatory Science and

Marine Litter : standardized monitoring methodologies for

strengthening the knowledge base and support decision making),

by Mr . G . Rantos (Waste Management of Packaging Material inside

a Shopping Centre), by Mr .

Papasotiriou (Educational Programmes of the “Hellenic Recovery

Recycling Corporation) and by Ms . M . Thanassoulia (Clean ups &

Circular Economy , The PTwist Programme) - gained further

knowledge about 

Marine Litter Campaigns and programmes in Greece .

- Hands-on Workshop on how to use marine litter objects to create

games and activities - gained further knowledge on how to use

games to impart newly acquired knowledge to students .

- Designing a Beach Monitoring and Clean up -gained knowledge

and skill on beach selection , safety factors , available monitoring

tools , before and after media activities and outreach activities .

- Hands on Workshop on ‘Non-Conventional Water Resources ’ -

gained new knowledge on how to store and re-use grey and black

water .

- Study visit to the Hellenic Centre for Marine

Research (HCMR) - gained knowledge about the educational and

awareness programmes to determine how marine litter issues are

addressed .

- Beach Clean-up at Anavyssos - gained first-hand experience on

how to conduct a beach clean-up .
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- Educational visit to Sounion Temple of Poseidon - gained

historical knowledge for maritime educational purposes .

- Presentation by Prof . M . Scoullos (The evolution and current

approaches of Education for Sustainable Development) - gained

new knowledge about how ESD took off and developed along the

years and how this is affecting national and international policies

- Hands-on workshop on musical synthesis using marine litter

items as instruments - gained knowledge and skill on how to

create music using items that would usually end up discarded .

Instead , participants were shown how to re-use certain items for

educational purposes

- Creating a Presentation as a consortium (uploaded as

Consortium 's Presentation at the end of the training) about how

this newly gained knowledge is going to be disseminated once the

participants got back home - this activity helped participants to

come together to share one vision through such different activities

as agreed on which would then be carried out in their respective

schools .

Impact

This year the participants have successfully implemented several

activities at their respective schools , following the training course

in Greece . The participants have found such activities to have been

immensely successful as the response received from students ,

parents , staff members and the wider community in general has

been nothing short of outstanding .

The participants have embarked on a meaningful path towards

improving the environmental footprint of their respective schools

and it has become very clear that students have now developed a

sense of responsibility and ownership at school . Parent

participation has increased dramatically over the last few months

and they have become more aware of the main aims of the

activities implemented at school level (check upload section

Water Conservation at home , pictures received by one of the

participants by a parent at school just to elicit one example).

The participants believe that they have managed to sensitise and

cultivate a sustainable mindset which has now become second

nature to all stakeholders , and this has become very evident in the

students '  drive to make a difference and their proactive behaviour

to effect change in themselves , their peers and their parents . As

previously indicated , this was shown by all schools retaining the

Green Flag Award or else receiving it for the first time . 
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Any Tools/Products Developed
 

www .smc .senglea .skola .edu .mt/eko-skola-2

www .ekoskolabirgu .com/erasmus

www .sgpc .paolaa .skola .edu .mt/2019/04/10/erasmus

 www .stcms .skola .edu .mt/erasmus-project/?

fbclid=IwAR1GZFDIRwS62LiH80PRCwyFRDiONMiH9XctppoFq2FmJ_

cHRg9pIawZmY8

www .facebook .com/Ekoskola-Skola-Primarja-Birzebbuga-

869881923352377/

Specific theme/s  
   

- New innovative curricula/Education methods/ development of       

training courses .                                            

- Environment and climate change                                                

- Pedagogy and didactics

  

Testimonials/positive comments from participants in final
report
   

As a Consortium we would like to thank the National Agency for

the opportunity given to us as we truly feel that all the participants

were able to come together as a learning community even though

they hailed from different schools with different realities . This

enables us to work more together and thus reach the goals set

when we applied for this training mobility .
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BEST PRACTICE PROJECT 2019

Project Reference Number 
2016-1-MT01-KA201-015205

Name of Sending Organisation (Applicant organisation) 
Association to Assist Visually Impaired Persons

Start and end date of project
01/09/2016 – 31/05/2019

  

Partner Organisation/s
ANKARA MILLI EGITIM MUDURLUGU GLAFKA s .r .o .

ASSOCIATION LEARNING CITIES

ASSOCIATION EUNI PARTNERS EUNIPARTNERS

Countries represented in the project (apart from Malta) 
Turkey

Czech Republic

Italy

Bulgaria

SCHOOLS
SECTOR

ASSOCIATION TO ASSIST  VISUALLY IMPAIRED PERSONS

OBJECTIVES OF THE PROJECT

KEY ACTION:   KA201
SECTOR:  SCHOOL SECTOR

The Classroom project focused on equipping school staff

(teachers and LSAs) of primary and secondary schools with

awareness on the challenges and needs of visually impaired

students within the classroom as well as knowledge on the

available modern equipment that can be used by such students

to sufficiently progress alongside their classmates , as well as

knowledge on the teaching methods that can be made use of so

as to make the classroom an inclusive educational space for

students with visual impairments .
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KEY ACTION 219:  COOPERATION FOR INNOVATION AND THE
EXCHANGE OF GOOD PRACTICES

BEST PRACTICE PROJECT 2019

Project Reference Number 
2017-1-IE01-KA219-025667_3

Name of Sending Organisation (Applicant organisation) 
Theresa Nuzzo School

  

Start and end date of project
01/09/2019 - 31/08/2019

Partner Organisation/s
Osnovna sola borcev za severno mejo

Saint Colmans BNS

Salaskóli

Holy Family Senior School

Countries represented in the project (apart from Malta) 
Slovenia 

Ireland (x2 partners)

Iceland

SCHOOLS
SECTOR

THERESA NUZZO SCHOOL

OBJECTIVES OF THE PROJECT

 The main objective was the up-skilling and training of teachers

so that they would acquire the knowledge , skills and

competences required to successfully implement various and

effective approaches in teaching and learning in the area of

literacy . This would then have a positive impact on the children

in the schools as the variety of approaches would cater for all

children and provide them with a more an inclusive education .

The children themselves were enthusiastic about the new

approaches they encountered and reported positively on them .

New approaches in the development of their literacy skills

helped develop an inclusive approach where all children ’s needs

were being catered for . The teachers too , embraced them and

due to the transnational aspect of the training , were motivated

to try them in their classrooms and add them to their arsenal of

strategies in the teaching of literacy . 

Each school had to showcase a literacy strategy that it found to

be successful . In doing this , each school found it to be a self-

affirmation process where they were able to acknowledge that

they were already doing something of value in the area of

literacy . To then promote this to the participants attending the

training was a motivating factor for the school and it gave a

sense of empowerment to the teachers themselves .
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Target Groups

The two main target groups were the teachers in the partner

schools themselves and the students in the schools too .

The training activities which took place as part of this project

targeted these individuals to address and identify the needs

requiring attention in the area of teaching and learning of

literacy . The project sought to improve the quality of teaching

and learning in literacy . Overall , sixty-five teachers received

training over the course of this project . On returning to their

schools they presented the results of the training to their

colleagues as well as leading the introduction of new strategies

and methodologies . Because of this , their other colleagues then

received the benefits of the training too .

Short description of beneficiary institution
 

Theresa Nuzzo School is a Primary school situated in Marsa ,

Malta . The school population totals 320 pupils and it is a co-ed

school . The Kindergarten is situated in Hamrun , Malta . There are

fifteen full time teachers and 17 learning support assistants . The

staff engage in different educational courses so as to keep

abreast with new pedagogical systems . The school is situated in

a disadvantaged area where a high percentage of refugees live .

Although the catchment area is not around the school

boundaries as it is based on a ballot system , yet the school has

certain constraints due to this . The school places a high level of

importance on holistic education and embraces personal ,

emotional and social development while simultaneously

ensuring that all pupils acquire skills necessary for educational

achievements .

Summary of results and impact
   

Local : The schools are seen as progressive and dynamic

institutions by the local community , especially parents . They are

recognized as institutions providing a quality education and

ones that are willing to develop and improve to meet the needs

of the students through involvement and engagement in

initiatives such as Erasmus+. 

European : The transnational aspect of the project and

collaboration and sharing of good practice at that level created

an appreciation of the value of European integration and

cooperation . Sixty-four mobilities took place as part of the

teacher training activities with another twenty-four taking part

in transnational project meetings . This level of transnational

engagement enabled the participants to appreciate the positive

contribution European integration and as well as the

contribution such cooperation makes to society .

Any Tools/Products Developed
   

Each partner had a noticeboard dedicated to the project in

which news about the project was displayed . There was a TV

displayed in entrance providing information for the students ,

teachers and visitors to the school to learn about the project . 

SCHOOLS
SECTOR

THERESA NUZZO SCHOOL
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A pull-up banner promoting the project was also used . In

preparation for the training activities , the students did project

work on the visitors ’ countries . An art competition was held

between the students of partner countries to create and design

a project logo . A project mascot was also designed which

travelled to each partner school in turn and was present

at each training activity . The students depicted the story of the

mascot (an owl called LATCH) and each school in turn , wrote a

chapter to recount his travels . This continuous stimulated

interest in the project . The mascot was very popular with the

students (and the adults) and they developed an affinity to him .

Media : Articles on the project and the training activities were

published in local newspapers and on the online and Facebook

versions of those newspapers .

An ‘eTwinning ’ project ran in conjunction with this project which

recorded the story of the project as it progressed as well as

being a form of communication between the partners .

Specific theme/s  
   

 The specific theme was addressing the issue of

underachievement in the basic skills of mathematics , science

and literacy through more effective and innovative teaching

methods . The priority selected was School Education and the

promotion of the acquisition of skills and competences . This was

achieved as the teachers who attended the training courses

facilitated by the partner schools received the necessary skills to

not just lead the implementation of the new strategies and

methodologies learned but also acquired the necessary

knowledge to mentor their colleagues in these new

methodologies .

 

Testimonials/positive comments from participants in final
report
   

“The Kahoot programme for linking tablets was very useful .”

    

“We had a really great time – your school has such a warm , loving

atmosphere . Thank you all !”

“It was wonderful visiting your school – Always good to learn

something new !”

“Observation and use of role

play/storytelling/model/writing/listening activities was excellent !”

“It was a great experience as well as the observation in the

school and the cultural and social programme was so

interesting !”

“The introduction and use of technology in literacy teaching is

brilliant !”

“Teaching English through role-play was amazing and so

enjoyable !”

SCHOOLS
SECTOR

THERESA NUZZO SCHOOL
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Key Action 1 

Staff Mobility

Teaching/training assignments: This activity provides staff of
VET schools with the opportunity to teach at a partner VET
school abroad . Staff of enterprises also have the option to
provide training at a VET organisation abroad . This type of
activity is another opportunity within Staff Mobility , and is also
classified as part of teaching/training assignments .

Staff training : This activity supports the professional
development of VET staff in the form of a work placement or a
job shadowing experience/observation period abroad in an
enterprise or any other VET organisation .

Learner Mobility

Mobility in VET providers and/or companies abroad : This activity
lasts from 2 weeks to less than 3 months Long-term mobility in
VET providers and/or companies abroad (ErasmusPRO): The
duration of this activity is from 3 to 12 months . Both of the
activities indicated above are open to VET learners (including
also apprentices) in vocational training institutions . Activities
can take the form of full work placements with learners being
hosted in a company or other relevant organisation , or at a VET
provider (a school , institute or other organisation providing
vocational education and training) offering a combination of
school based learning and a strong work-based component
(work placements). In the case of long-term mobilities
(ErasmusPRO), while the host body can be a VET provider , the
activity should have a clear work-based learning component ,
which is usually in the form of a work placement within a
company .

During 2019 , EUPA awarded a total of €133,209.00 in projects
under KA102 , and a total of €753,625.00 in
projects under KA116 .

KA 102 - VET Learner & Staff Mobility 
KA 116- VET Learner & Staff Mobility with VET Mobility Charter 

Selected

87%

Rejected

13%

 

0%

Reserved & Ineligible

VOCATIONAL EDUCATION & TRAINING 
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KA 202 Strategic Partnership for VET

Selected

75%

Rejected

25%

 

0%

Reserved & Ineligible

VOCATIONAL EDUCATION & TRAINING 

VET
SECTOR

Key Act ion 2

Pro jects  under  th i s  Key  Act ion  a im  at  promot ing  work -based
learn ing  in  a l l  i t s  fo rms ,  with  spec ia l  attent ion  to
apprent icesh ip - type  t ra in ing  which  prov ides  ind iv idua l  with
opportuni t ies  to  apply  knowledge  in  pract ica l  workplace
s i tuat ions ,  and  embedding  in ternat iona l  mobi l i t y  exper ience
whenever  poss ib le .  This  i s  implemented  by  invo lv ing  soc ia l
par tners ,  companies  and  VET  prov iders ,  as  wel l  as  s t imulat ing
innovat ion  and  entrepreneursh ip .

Pro jects  perta in ing  to  VET  Key  Act ion  2 ,  a lso  a im  at  enhanc ing
access  to  t ra in ing  and  qual i f i cat ions  fo r  a l l  through  C -VET ,  in  a
l i fe - long  l earn ing  perspect ive ,  notably  by  increas ing  the
qual i ty ,  supply  and  access ib i l i t y  of  C -VET ,  va l idat ion  of  non -

fo rmal  and  in formal  l earn ing ,  promot ing  work -place  l earn ing  in
companies  fo r  the  work ing  populat ion ,  prov id ing  fo r  ef f ic ient
and  in tegrated  guidance  serv ices  and  f lex ib le  and  permeable
learn ing  pathways .

This  key  act ion  a lso  supports  the  deve lopment  of  partnersh ips
support ing  the  set t ing  up  and  implementat ion  of
internat iona l i sat ion  s t rateg ies  fo r  VET  prov iders ,  a imed  at
putt ing  in  place  the  necessary  support  mechanisms  as  wel l  as
contractua l  f rameworks  to  promote  qual i ty  mobi l i t y  of  VET  s ta f f
and  l earners ,  inc luding  the  recogni t ion  of  the i r  l earn ing
outcomes ;  deve loping  s tudent  support  serv ices  to  fos ter  VET
internat iona l i sat ion  and  l earner  mobi l i t y ,  through  act ions
a imed  at  in forming ,  motivat ing ,  prepar ing  and  fac i l i ta t ing  the
soc ia l  in tegrat ion  of  the  VET  l earner  in  the  host  country ,  whi le
enhanc ing  the i r  in tercu l tura l  awareness  and  act ive  c i t i zensh ip ;

Whi le  a lso  support ing  the  uptake  of  innovat ive  approaches  and
dig i ta l  technolog ies  fo r  teaching  and  l earn ing ,  th i s  key  act ion
a lso  fos ters  opportuni t ies  fo r  the  in i t ia l  and  cont inuous
profess iona l  deve lopment  of  VET  teachers ,  t ra iners  and  mentors
in  both  school  and  work -based  set t ings .

Dur ing  2019 ,  EUPA  awarded  a  tota l  of  €749, 146 .00  in  pro jects
under  KA  202 .
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BEST PRACTICE PROJECT 2019

Project Reference Number 
2017-1-MT01-KA116-026912
 

Name of Sending Organisation (Applicant organisation) 
MCAST

Website of Sending Organisation (Applicant organisation)
www .mcast .edu .mt

Start and end date of project
01 .06 .2018 – 31 .05 .2019

Hosting Organisations
        

AMFI Agenzia per la Mobilità e la Formazione Internazionale

Associazione Artistica Culturale "A Rocca"

CENTRO DE INVESTIGACAO E FORMACAO EM ARTES E DESIGN LDA

STICHTING VOOR ALGEMEEN VOORGEZET ONDERWIJS ,

BEROEPSONDERWIJS EN VOLWASSENENEDUCATIE

HANTA ASSOCIATES LIMITED

IES Mare Nostrum

Keski-Uudenmaan koulutuskuntayhtymä

Leeds City College 

Louise-Schroeder-Schule , Oberstufenzentrum für   Bürowirtschaft und

Verwaltung        

Lycée des métiers Roland Garros

LYCEE PROFESSIONNEL LES ALPILLES

Max-Born-Berufskolleg

Nätverk Westum

PROVENCE FORMATION

Saldus tehnikums

Seinäjoen koulutuskuntayhtymä

SGM SOLUTIONS & GLOBAL MEDIA GMBH

Stichting Nordwin College

ROC Friese Poort

Stichting Wellant

Yrkesakademin i Österbotten

MCAST
KEY ACTION:   KA116
SECTOR:  VOCATIONAL EDUCATION AND TRAINING

VET
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Countries represented in the project (apart from Malta)

Italy 

Portugal
Netherlands
UK
Spain
Finland
Germany
France
Sweden
Latvia

SCHOOLS
SECTOR

MCAST

OBJECTIVES OF THE PROJECT

KEY ACTION:   KA116
SECTOR:  VOCATIONAL EDUCATION AND TRAINING

The MCAST trains and prepares youths and adults in a wide
range of specialised skills in order to provide the bulk of the
manpower required by the local industry on a national level . 
 

It is therefore crucial in the current global scenario that MCAST
keeps its VET system updated constantly through the exposure
and training of its students and staff in other countries and
beyond the national VET scenario . Therefore , the project acted
as an essential cross-fertilisation project for VET education
across the EU .

 

The participation of the MCAST in this Erasmus+ project gave
learners a unique enhancement to their educational experiences
as they had the opportunity of completing traineeships in
companies and vocational education institutions in other
European countries .

 

For MCAST staff to stay updated and relevant in today 's
educational system it is crucial that the staff is regularly trained
and kept abreast with technological advancement . Through this
project the staff were given an opportunity to receive a 5-day
training in other vocational schools besides the opportunity to
observe new areas of study , new technologies , new teaching
methods etc .

 

Students and staff with special needs had an equal opportunity
to apply and participate in this project .

SCHOOLS
SECTOR
VET
SECTOR 33



SCHOOLS
SECTOR

MCAST
KEY ACTION:   KA116
SECTOR:  VOCATIONAL EDUCATION AND TRAINING

Target group 
Students and staff at MCAST .

Short description of beneficiary institution
MCAST (Malta College of Arts , Science and Technology) is the
leading vocational institution across the Maltese Islands .

MCAST ’s mission statement clearly emphasises the international
dimension of the education and training to be provided to all its
students . MCAST ’s curriculum is constantly tied to the needs of
the labour market , while ensuring the educational development
of the learner facilitating one ’s lifelong learning process . MCAST
has set up an organisation structure where Curriculum
Development is strongly linked to Staff  Development , Research
and Innovation , Apprenticeship , Work Based Learning and
Entrepreneurship . This is supported by a strong Quality
Management System

The College is made up to the following institutes
• Institute of Applied Sciences .

• Institute of Applied Sciences - Centre for Agriculture , Aquatics
and Animal Sciences .

• Institute of Business Management and Commerce .

• Institute of Engineering and Transport - Maritime .

• Institute of Engineering and Transport - Mechanical
Engineering .

• Institute of Engineering and Transport - Electrical and
Electronics Engineering .

• Institute of Engineering and Transport - Building and
Construction .

• Institute of Information and Communication Technology .

• Institute of Creative Arts .

• Institute of Community Services .

• MCAST Gozo Centre .

MCAST is effectively split up into three colleges

• MCAST Foundation College- MQF/EQF Level 1-3 courses
• MCAST Technical College – MQF/EQF Level 4 Courses
• MCAST University College- MQF/EQF Level 5-6 Courses

The college also has a Part Time/Ad hoc courses department , an
International Programmes Department , a Sports Department
and a Basic Skills Unit

Summary of results and impact

A total of 51 staff members benefited from staff training abroad
and teaching/training assignments abroad . A total of 131 learners
benefited from VET learner traineeships in companies abroad
and VET learner traineeships in vocational institutions abroad .

The beneficiary listed the continued partnership with colleges
and companies as one of the greatest impacts derived from this
project , as this will ultimately impact and positively benefit its
students and staff members .

SCHOOLS
SECTOR
VET
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SCHOOLS
SECTOR

MCAST
KEY ACTION:   KA116
SECTOR:  VOCATIONAL EDUCATION AND TRAINING

Specific theme/s 

• Traineeships for VET learners and apprentices . 

• Employability .

Testimonials/positive comments from participants in final
report

Positive feedback was received from both students and from
staff members who noted the derived benefits from such
mobility experiences including exposure to new areas of study ,

new technologies and new teaching methods . 

SCHOOLS
SECTOR
VET
SECTOR 35
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Key Action 1
      
Teaching/Training assignments: this activity allows staff of
adult education organisations involved in the provision of basic
skills to vulnerable groups , to teach or provide training at a
partner organisation abroad . 

        

Structured courses or trainingevents abroad: this activity
allows adult education organisations to gain competences in
addressing the needs of adult learners through the professional
development of adult education staff . 
       

Job Shadowing: this further supports the professional
development of adult education through the provision of
opportunities for adult education staff to spend a period abroad
in any relevant organization active in the field of adult
education . These opportunities aim at furthering the
competences of adult education staff in addressing the needs of
adult learners ,

particularly those lacking basic needs and those with
disadvantaged backgrounds , including persons with disabilities ,

migrants , asylum seekers and refugees .

During 2019 , EUPA awarded a total of €73,340.00
 in projects under KA 104 .

 KA 104 ADULT EDUCATION STAFF MOBILITY 

Selected

50%

Rejected

37%

Ineligible

13%

0%  Reserved 

ADULT
SECTOR

ADULT
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Key Action 2: 

Projects under KA2 aim at taking innovative approaches for
addressing the needs of adult learners , as well as increasing the
capacity and professionalism of organisations working in the
field of adult education . The priority areas for this sector include :         

Improving and extending the supply of high quality learning
opportunities tailored to the needs of individual low-skilled or
low-qualified adults so they enhance their literacy , numeracy
and digital skills with the ultimate aim of enabling them to
progress to higher qualifications including through the
validation of skills acquired through informal and non-formal
learning ; 

         

Increasing the demand and take-up through effective outreach ,

guidance and motivation strategies which encourage low-skilled
or low-qualified adults , to develop and upgrade their literacy ,

numeracy and digital skills , as well as other key competences ; 

       

Extending and developing the competences of educators and
also other personnel offering support to adult learners ,

particularly by motivating them to participate in learning and in
the effective teaching of literacy , numeracy and digital skills to
low-skilled or low-qualified adults , including through the
effective use of ICT with the aim of improving the overall
learning experience . 

         

Supporting the setting up of , and access to , upskilling pathways
by making available skills identification and screening , tailor
made learning offers adapted to meet the individual ’s learning
needs , and recognition of flexible learning methods . This also
fosters the development of mechanisms to monitor the
effectiveness of adult learning policies or to track the progress
of adult learners .

         

Reaching-out to local communities , whereby particular
attention will be focused on those groups who are rarely in
touch with culture , to promote European values , integration and
a common sense of ownership .

ADULT
SECTOR

ADULT
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0%  Reserved 

Dur ing  2019 ,  EUPA  awarded  a  tota l  of  €592,520.00  in

pro jects  under  KA  204 .

Rejected

71%

Selected

29%

KA 204 STRATEGIC PARTNERSHIP FOR ADULT EDUCATION

ADULT
SECTOR

ADULT
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BEST PRACTICE PROJECT 2019

Project Reference Number
2018-1-MT01-KA104-038371

Name of Sending Organisation (Applicant organisation) 
Malta Federation of Organisations Persons with Disabilities

Website of Sending Organisation (Applicant organisation)
www .mfopd .org

Start and end date of project
01 .05 .2018 – 31 .05 .2019

Hosting Organisation/s
·ASSOCIACAO INTERCULTURAL AMIGOS DA MOBILIDADE
·Aura Foundation
·GTB

Website/s of Hosting Organisation/s
www .mobilityfriends .org
www .aurafundacio .org 
www .gtb-vlaanderen .be

Countries represented in the project (apart from Malta) 
Portugal 
Spain 
Belgium

SCHOOLS
SECTOR

MFOPD

OBJECTIVES OF THE PROJECT

KEY ACTION:   KA104
SECTOR:  ADULT EDUCATION 

Through the Erasmus+ programme , MFOPD provided ten of its

volunteers a job-shadowing experience in the field of supported

employment . The volunteers were divided into three groups on

the basis of the type of service they provide within the

organization . Each group had the opportunity to visit one

organization in either Spain , Portugal or Belgium . Through this

project MFOPD was able to improve the supported employment

services it provides . 

 

The objectives of this project were the following :

1) To develop the skills and knowledge of ten volunteers in the

field of supported employment ;

2) To equip the ten volunteers with knowledge on how to lobby

with State authorities to introduce such measures that are not

yet locally available ;

3)To strengthen the relationship which between the MFOPD and

the other three partner organisations .

Target group 

People with disabilities benefiting from the supported

employment programme offered by MFOPD as beneficiary .
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Short description of beneficiary institution
 
The Malta Federation of Organisations Persons with Disability
(MFOPD) is a voluntary Non-Governmental Organisation enrolled
with the Commissioner for Voluntary Organisations , listed as
VO/0042 under the Voluntary Organisations List . Founded 47
years ago , its aim continues to consist of the bringing together
of associations working on a voluntary basis in the disability
sector to promote and raise awareness about different existing
disabilities . 
 
The MFOPD is the national umbrella organisation for the
disability sector and is a member of the European Disability
Forum (EDF), Inclusion Europe , Inclusion International and the
European Network for Independent Living (ENIL).

The members within the MFOPD are organisations of and/or for
persons with disability . Individual members are also accepted .
The MFOPD strongly believes that all stakeholders concerned
with disability issues have a place within its structure and above
all have something to give/offer for the benefit of our role within
society .
 
The Federation has 18 enrolled organisations within its umbrella
structure and was also the catalyst for another national
association working for the betterment of persons with disability
in the employment sector - namely the Malta Association of
Supported Employment (MASE). In fact , as will be better
explained in the answers to the below questions , the
participants of this project are members of both the MFOPD and
the MASE .

The umbrella organisation plays a very important role as it is the
platform where all organisations have the opportunity to inform
themselves and support and show solidarity with each other . On
this platform all issues for all different impairments are equally
important and are accordingly tackled on a national level by the
Federation . The officials of the Federation work on a voluntary
basis , with one person who is a released governmental official
who assists with the administration of the organisation .

The MFOPD has a team of volunteers which ensures that tasks

and initiatives are carried out on time and as per mission

statement . One of the recent intensive initiatives which was

taken on was the coordination of a 200 delegate , 4 Day

European Conference , with delegates from all across Europe . The

organisation of such conference was entrusted to the MFOPD by

the European Disability Forum on its celebration of its 20th

anniversary , which saw synergy between the MFOPD and Malta ’s

EU17 Presidency Division .

SCHOOLS
SECTOR

MFOPD
KEY ACTION:   KA104
SECTOR:  ADULT EDUCATION 
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Disabilities - Special needs .
Inclusion - Equity .
Employability . 
International cooperation , international relations ,
development cooperation .

Summary of results and impact
   
The project consisted of three job-shadowing experiences in the
field of supported employment , particularly on the themes of
mentoring , job coaching and support services to the
programme . Ten volunteers had the opportunity to participate
in one of these experiences , whereby they were tasked with
comparing the services provided and noting important take-
aways which can be implemented in the Maltese supported
employment programme offered by MFOPD . 
   
The experience served the volunteers of benefit and they
committed to further provide their input to this service .
Furthermore , the project served well for the creation of new
contacts and networks .

Specific theme/s  

Testimonials/positive comments from participants in final
report

Most participants felt that this experience helped them to gain
practical skills relevant for their current job and professional
development . Furthermore , they felt improvements in their
awareness of methods for assessing and giving credit for skills or
competences acquired in formal and informal learning context .
Additionally , all participants feel that these experiences helped
in strengthening cooperation with partner organisations .
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YOUTH



Key Action 1
 
Mobility of young people:

Youth exchanges provide young people with the

ability to develop skills ; become aware of socially relevant

topics/thematic areas ; discover new cultures , habits and life-

styles , mainly through peer-learning ; strengthen values like

solidarity , democracy , friendship , and much more . The learning

process in Youth Exchanges is triggered by methods of non-

formal education . Since Youth Exchanges are based on a

transnational cooperation between two or more participating

organisations from different countries within and outside the

European Union , these provide a perfect setting for discussing

and learning about inclusion and diversity . 

 

Mobility of youth workers:

This supports the professional development of

youth workers through the implementation of activities such as

transnational / international seminars , training courses , contact-

making events , study visits or job shadowing periods abroad .

Besides addressing the needs and desired impact of the target

group , activities should focus on capacity building for quality

youth work of their organization . Furthermore , activities should

have a clear

impact on the participating youth workers '  regular work with

young people and contribute to quality improvements of youth

work and/or foster youth policy development and cooperation .

YOUTH
SECTOR

YOUTH

Du r i n g  20 1 9 ,  EUPA  awa r d ed  a  t o t a l  o f  € 1 , 0 9 5 , 2 2 8 . 0 0
i n  p r o j e c t s  und e r  KA  1 0 5 .
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 KA 105  YOUTH MOBILITY ROUND 1  

Rejected

47%

Reserved

9%

Selected 

44%

0%  Ineligible 

KA 105  YOUTH MOBILITY ROUND 2

Selected

59%

Rejected

41%

0%  Reserved & Ineligible 

KA 105  YOUTH MOBILITY ROUND 3

Selected

83%

Rejected

8%

Reserved

9%

0%  Ineligible 

ADULT
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Key Action 2
 
Projects promoting high-quality youth work:

Projects in Key Action 2 focus towards the Inclusion and

employability of young people with fewer opportunities

(including NEETs). They seek to promote intercultural dialogue

and strengthen  knowledge and acceptance of diversity in

society ; support youth workers in developing and sharing

effective  methods  in  reaching out to marginalized young

people , refugees , asylum seekers and migrants , and In

preventing racism  and intolerance among youth . Such projects 

 help  internationalize  youth work and open It up to cross-

sectorial cooperation  allowing greater permeability across all

fields of actions concerning young people ;  professionalize 

 youth workers ,  developing their competences , setting quality

standards , ethical and professional codes ; reinforce links

between policy , research and practice ; promote better

knowledge , recognition and validation of youth work and non-

formal learning at European , national , regional and local levels .

 

Projects promoting empowerment:

These projects are open to cross-sectorial cooperation allowing

greater permeability across all fields of actions concerning

young people . Special attention is given to access to rights ,

autonomy , participation and the active citizenship of young

people notably those at risk of social exclusion , through projects

that : broaden and  deepen  political and  social  participation of

young people at local , regional , national , European or global

level ; enable young people to connect with , voice their opinions  

to , and influence elected policy-makers , public administrations ,

interest groups , civil society organizations , or individual citizens

within any of the political or social processes affecting their

lives . The promotion of diversity , intercultural and inter-religious

dialogue , as well as the common values of freedom , tolerance

and respect of human , social and economic rights are also areas

of special importance within this sector Youths are encourage to

explore critical thinking and access media literacy to strengthen

democracy and fight manipulation , propaganda and fake news .

 

YOUTH
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Projects promoting entrepreneurship:

The main focus of these projects is education and social

entrepreneurship among young people . Priority will be placed

on projects in the form of transnational youth

initiative that allow groups of young people to put ideas into

practice , including through social enterprises , tackling

challenges and problems identified within their communities .

Dur ing  2019 ,  EUPA  awarded  a  tota l  of  €666,567 .00  in

pro jects  under  KA  205 .    

 KA 205 YOUTH MOBILITY ROUND 2  

Rejected

50%

Reserved

30%

Selected 

20%

0%  Ineligible 

 KA 205 YOUTH MOBILITY ROUND 1  

Rejected

29%

Reserved

28%

Selected 

43%

0%  Ineligible 

YOUTH
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 KA 205 YOUTH MOBILITY ROUND 3  

Rejected

50%

Reserved

30%

Selected 

20%

0%  Ineligible 

Key Action 3
 

This action promotes the active participation of young people in

democratic life and fosters debate around topics centered on the

themes and priorities set by the EU Youth Strategy and its

dialogue mechanisms which are structured around priorities and

timing and foresee events where young people actively discuss

the agreed themes among themselves and also with policy-

makers , youth experts and representatives of public authorities in

charge of youth in order to bring change to policy-making .

 

Activities are led by young people who must be actively involved

in all the stages of the project , from preparation to follow-up .

Non-formal learning principles and practices are highly reflected

throughout the implementation of the projects .

During 2019 , EUPA awarded a total of €103,783.00 in projects

under KA 347 .

 KA 347 -  DIALOGUE BETWEEN YOUNG PEOPLE & 
POLICY MAKERS (ROUND 1 )   

Selected 

100%

0%  Reserved, Rejected & Ineligible 

YOUTH
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 KA 347 DIALOGUE BETWEEN YOUNG PEOPLE &
POLICY MAKERS ROUND 2  

Selected 

100%

0%  Reserved, 

Rejected & Ineligible 

 KA 347 DIALOGUE BETWEEN YOUNG PEOPLE &
POLICY MAKERS ROUND 3

Selected

34%

Rejected

33%

Reserved

33%

0%  Ineligible 

YOUTH
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KEY ACTION:   KA105 YOUTH EXCHANGE 
SECTOR:  YOUTH

BEST PRACTICE PROJECT 2019

Project Reference Number 
2018-3-MT01-KA105-050993

Name of Sending Organisation (Applicant organisation) 
Frame Football Malta

  

Start and end date of project
01/01/2019 – 30/06/2019

Hosting Organisation/s
EDU IN-FORMA(ZIONE) BOLOGNA ASD

Website/s of Hosting Orgainsation/s
 https ://www .edu-in-formazione-bologna-asd .it

Countries represented in the project (apart from Malta) 
Italy

SCHOOLS
SECTOR

FRAME FOOTBALL MALTA

OBJECTIVES OF THE PROJECT

1) To promote sport as a social learning process : Through the

sharing of knowledge , participants will become more aware of

the benefits of sport . Although all the participants are involved

in football , through this project they will also realise the benefits

in other sports which can provide them with further

opportunities . Through the planned mobility they will be able to

realise the potential they can achieve through sport . 

2) To promote inclusion : the principle of inclusion will be

present throughout the whole project because participants will

be equally divided between those who do not have a disability

and those who do . Despite different abilities , all participants will

be taking part in all the planned activities . In addition , this topic

will be explored through specific activities that will help the

participants better understand what is meant by inclusion and

what actions need to be taken in order to make sure that

football becomes more inclusive . Moreover , through inclusions ,

participants will also learn more about the concept of tolerance

for other people who are different than themselves . 

YOUTH
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3) To provide information on employment : all the participants

will be persons interested in football with ambitions to establish

a career in the field of sport and more specifically football .

Through the planned activities , participants will gain

information on the employment opportunities in the field of

sport that are available for them in Malta and Italy and possibly

other EU Member States . Participants will understand that

despite different abilities , everyone can find something within

the sport sector that applies to his/her abilities .

Target group
   

This project involved 34 participants , out of which 17 will be

persons with a physical disability . The ages of the participants

were between 13 and 25 years .

The main need of our participants is to be made more aware (i)

that everyone can become involved in football if provided with

the required assistance and (ii) that persons with a disability

have abilities too and that inclusive sport can result in positive

outcomes which other non-mixed ability games cannot reach .

 Selection of participants - Generic procedureBoth involved

entities will have to publish the following calls :

- CALL 1 for persons with a physical disability .

- CALL 2 for persons without a physical disability .

Both calls will provide information about the mobility which will

be organised . Interested individuals will have to apply by

registering their details .

Short description of beneficiary institution

Frame Football Malta (FFM) is a governing body for a new and

unique version of football in the Maltese Islands for children and

youths with physical impairment who use walking aids for their

mobility . Players may also suffer from low intellectual abilities .

Our members are all persons with a physical disability who use a

game-frame/walker to play football - hence the name , Frame

Football .

FFM is affiliated with Youth FA (YFA) and supported by Malta

Football Players Association (MFPA), Malta Football Association

(MFA) and SportMalta . It was founded in March 2016 by a State

Registered , licensed Physiotherapist and a Master Graduate in

Youth .  It is made up of a group of professionals , UEFA licensed

football coaches , football enthusiasts and families with children

or youth with disabilities for the promotion of football for all .

Our mission is to : 

1) Give children and youth with physical and intellectual

disabilities the right and opportunity to play in a healthy and

safe environment .SCHOOLS
SECTOR

FRAME FOOTBALL MALTA
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2) Educate children physically and psychologically on the values

of discipline and beauty of life through football irrespective of

their physical abilities .

3) Promote the passion of the game of football through fun and

enjoyment , while also striving making new friends .

4) Guide children and youth with disabilities to develop skills

and talent in football , thereby contributing to a holistic

development of their character .

5) Promote healthy competition through respect and fair play .

6) Educate the parents of children with different abilities playing

football in the true values of sport .

7) Provide voluntary work opportunities for youths with the

passion for the game of football .

8) Keep the welfare of children of all abilities at the forefront .

Summary of results and impact
   

Our target was Football For All , inclusion of people with different

abilities through sport mainly traditional football and frame

football . The target groups were people from different aspects of

society ; church authorities (meeting with the Archbishop of

Bologna), social (meeting with the Mayor and Local Council of

the locality), football enthusiasts (taking part in the International

Tournament 'We Love Football ') , football clubs (youth from the

tournament made a visit and played with the participants and

also we were invited to the National Stadium Dall 'Ara .

The highlight was the different abilities football performed by

the participant organisations and also from players of the

International Football Tournament 'We Love Football '  which was

going on at the time . This is an International Youth tournament

which was a perfect time for us to be in Bologna . Frame Football

Malta and EDU had broken taboos of football for the strongest .

When rules are adapted and people really embrace different

abilities , football became a beautiful game of full INCLUSION .

This is the wonder of football for all .

The impact of frame footballers during their presentation of the

game was amazing . All people present wanted to know about

the game and also tried playing football using the frame . Usually

persons with disabilities are invited to participate in a project or

in a workshop with able-bodied persons , but Project DIVERSE

had shown that persons with disabilities can be the protagonists

in a project .
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Specific theme/s

Inclusion – Equity

Health and Wellbeing

Sports

Disabilities – Special needs

Testimonials/positive comments from participants in final
report

“During the Easter holidays , we had the opportunity to embark

on an Erasmus+ project to play Frame Football in Bologna , Italy .

Although we spoke different languages , we all worked together

well . We communicated using signs , photos and PowerPoints .

Games were organised in a way that everybody with different

abilities could participate together . Group discussions helped us

to listen to others and express out opinions . We learnt to work in

a team and learnt different cultures . The place we stayed in was

very peaceful and extremely accessible . It was a wonderful

experience as we made many new friends with whom we are

still in contact through Facebook .”

     - Matthew Caruana , Stuart Borg and Gianluca Aquilina .

Frame Footballers .

 

“In March of 2019 , the FFM team went to Bologna along with the

Youth Nursery . This was an Erasmus+ project to show that even

though we suffer from disability we can still do things and help

each other if we are given the chance , and this whole project

made this possible . As a team , we went there to show that we

could break down every barrier in our way , as well as speaking to

everyone and playing with everyone we met during our time in

Bologna . The most amazing thing for me was that since my

condition is rare and I have never met anyone with the same

condition as mine , I often notice people staring at me everyone

wherever I go , however , during the project no one stared at me .

An activity I particularly enjoyed is where everyone was

encouraged to speak their thoughts on discrimination . I spoke

out and said that people sometimes discriminate against me as I

am different , yet if (god forbid) some of these people fall ill , they

might come to me for advice or guidance . Once should not

discriminate as you never know where you may need help from . I

also enjoyed the activity where the football coaches had to try to

play football the way we do with our frames and that way

everyone saw how difficult it is for us , yet also how despite this ,

we never give up . This was an amazing experience for me and I

really enjoyed it . Everyone accepted each other for who they are

and that was an amazing thing . This whole project was

beautiful .”

-       Rebekka Formosa , April 2019 .
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“The experience in Bologna was truly wonderful as we learned

several valuable skills , such as helping people with special

needs , how to work in teams as well as working alone and how

to take care of ourselves and each other . We followed the ruleset

which we were provided with . We had the opportunity to play in

a football pitch outside of Malta , as well as many other moments

of celebration and fun such as Easter Festivities in Bologna as

well as Easter Mass . During the remainder of the stay , everyone

gave their opinions on the project and took part in all the

organised activities . Finally , I thank our leaders Demi , Roxanne

and Tristain for looking after us as well as our coaches for giving

us this opportunity . Very well done and I hope more projects like

this will be organised !”

-      Jacob Bugeja , Santa Venera Lightnings .

“An Unforgettable Experience” is how Andrea , one of the players

of the ‘BFC Senza Barriere ’ football team , described this

Erasmus+ project . This football school was formed in 2016 in

‘Castel San Pietro Terme ’ as an inclusive project so as to

introduce children with various disabilities to the world of sport .

The football school , known as ‘EDU In-Forma(zione) Renzo Cerѐ ’ ,

Bologna , is the fruit of Giovanni Grassi ’s will and dedication who ,

together with other founding members , have sought to bring

about a new reality which seeks to promote sporting activities as

a form of social interaction , integration and inclusion .

Today , the school has over fifty enrolled students in three

different location . These are ‘Castel San Pietro Terme ’ within the

‘Cassatorre Sports Centre ’ , in Bologna at the Barca Sports Centre

and most recently in Imola at the ‘Zolina Sports Centre ’ .

In 2018 , Bologna FC (1909) adopted the ‘EDU in-Forma(Zione)’

football schools as part of the ‘BFC Senza Barriere ’ project and

all participance dress in the official Bologna match uniform and

play in the red and blue jerseys .

Andrea is part of the group of seventeen youths of the ‘BFC

Senza Barriere ’ team who , during the Easter Holidays , took part

in an important European international exchange project :

“Erasmus+EU ‘Diverse ’” .

The project , which took place from the 17th to the 21stof April

2019 at the venue provided by the ‘Villaggio Senza Barriere di

Tole ’ , was approved and financed by the European Union and

gave the young people of ‘BFC Senza Barriere ’ from Bologna who

became integrated with “Frame Football Malta”.

The ‘Frame Football Malta ’ team , accompanied by their parents ,

guardians and also by a group of players who are youths training

in the ‘Santa Venera ’ club , brought children with various types of

disabilities , who make use of a form of walker to support

themselves while playing .
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It is in the beautiful spring greenery of ‘Villaggio Senza Barriere ’

where the 17 children of the ‘BFC Senza Barriere ’ enjoyed an

inclusive cultural social and sporting exchange experience with

their new friends from Malta .

Within Villaggio Senza Barriere , the children engaged in a rich

programme which included presentations , classroom activities ,

group reflections , recreational activities as well as sporting

exercises . During several of these events the demanding topics

of discrimination and social inclusion were frequently brought

up for discussion .

Thursday 18thApril involved 60 youths and their companions

visiting the Renata Dall ’Ara Stadium , the teams dressing room

and the playing field along with a subsequent visit to the

museum of Bologna FC (1909), including the 110-year-old

memorabilia of several Italian Football Teams , known as

“Rossoblù”, or ‘red-blues ’ . This visit was followed by a meeting

with Archbishop Don Matteo Zuppin in San Pietro , and later with

Councillor for Sport , Matteo Lepore and Councillor Roberti Li

Calzi in the Council Hall of the ‘Comune di Bologna ’ .

The following day the Erasmus participants were invited to the

Biavati Sports Centre , host of the famous international youth

tournament known as “We Love Football”, organised by Marco De

Carchi , former captain of Bologna FC (1909). In the centre , the

Erasmus students played several football matches . The following

Saturday the schools attended the enthralling Bologna vs .

Sampdoria football match , which ended with in an important

win for Bologna FC who were spurred on by the warm support of

the entire Erasmus+ Group .

The empathy and friendship that was formed between the

children of the two football schools resulted in a very special

and successful week , which granted them the opportunities to

meet and develop relationships and friendships between them

as well as experiencing social inclusion along with other friends

from the Villaggio Senza Barriere .

Many thanks to the organisers of the “Diverse” Erasmus+EU

project and to Villaggio Senza Barriere and see you in Malta !

- Negroni Matilde (Leader , ‘EDU-InForma(Zione)’ , Bologna).
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BEST PRACTICE PROJECT 2019

Project Reference Number 
2018-3-MT01-KA105-050999

 

Name of Sending Organisation (Applicant organisation) 
Karl Vella Foundation

Website of Sending Organisation (Applicant organisation)
www .karlvellafoundation .org

Start and end date of project
01/01/2019 – 30/09/2019

Hosting Organisation/s
Karl Vella Foundation

Website/s of Hosting Organisation/s
www .karlvellafoundation .org/

 
Countries represented in the project (apart from Malta) 
Bulgaria

Croatia

Italy

Latvia

Portugal

Spain

Turkey

SCHOOLS
SECTOR

KARL VELLA FOUNDATION

OBJECTIVES OF THE PROJECT

KEY ACTION:   KA 105 MOBIL ITY OF YOUTH WORKERS
SECTOR:  YOUTH

Helped in creating added awareness of job burnout ,

secondary traumatic stress (STS) and vicarious trauma (VT)

both on a personal level and community levels .

Contributed to the self-evaluation and in-depth assessment

of occupational situations and how to maintain a healthy

lifestyle that diminishes occupational exhaustion .

Gave methods and tools that aid/resolve issues of burnout ,

STS and VT and other tools for youth workers to equip

themselves with the needed support to do their work more

effectively and to increase the level of youth work in the

partner organizations in this project and beyond .

The main aim of this training course was to raise youth workers ’

awareness of the interplay between the inner and outer worlds

of adolescents . Rather than giving in to frustration , or feelings of

helplessness and anger that these youths often transfer on the

people working with them ; we equipped youth workers to work

with young people with challenging behaviour . In specific this

project tackled the following objectives :   
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Youth workers/ leaders working with young people coming

from difficult backgrounds with at least 2 years ’ experience /

active in the organization .

Those able to implement the skills , knowledge and attitudes

acquired during the training and multiply this learning with

other members within their organisation and colleagues

outside their organization .

Target group 
 

      

Short description of beneficiary institution
 

The Karl Vella Foundation , listed as (V/O 0992) in the Voluntary

Organisations List , was established to provide educational and

psychological assistance to children in families disrupted by

serious illness of a family member . All too often , in situations

where one has been taken seriously or chronically ill , the focus

in the family shifts completely to the invalid . This is only natural .

The other members of the family attempt to adapt to the

situation , and families cope as best they can in the prevailing

circumstances . 

What often happens to children and young people

in these situations is that they are looked after by relatives ,

friends , and anyone else who comes to the assistance of these

families . The result is that oftentimes , through absolutely no

fault of the parents / guardians , these children end up feeling

isolated , forgotten and lonely , despite the best efforts made to

ensure they are looked after .

 

The Karl Vella Foundation offers services to children and young

people who are coming from difficult backgrounds . Karl Vella

Foundation ’s main aim is to assist families who are undergoing

traumas associated with serious illness . Karl Vella Foundation

offers psychological support to all the children and young

people who attend this Centre .

One of the main goals of the Foundation is to provide

educational services in the form of assistance with homework or

extra help to the children who will attend the Centre after

school . The Foundation has recruited several volunteers who are

qualified to teach various subjects and age groups . In doing this

the Foundation will be helping the child not fall behind his or

her peers . All the children will receive as much attention as

needed to ensure they continue to flourish .

Summary of results and impact
 

The project managed to attain the following

results :

1) Helped participants to raise awareness of job burnout , STS and

VT both on a personal level and community level .

2) Facilitated the process for youth leaders/workers for self-

evaluation and assessment of occupational situations .
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3) Provided participants with methods and tools that aid/resolve

issues of burnout , STS and VT .

4) Aided the youth leaders/workers to assess way how to

maintain a healthy lifestyle that diminishes occupational

exhaustion .

5) Gave tools for youth leaders/workers to equip themselves with

the needed support to do their work more effectively and

to increase the level of youth work in the partner organizations

in this project and beyond .

 

These results were assessed by the participants themselves

through daily reflection time , through the final evaluation and

through a questionnaire that was given pre and post project to

the participants . This resulted in a positive impact for the

participants , the sending organisations and the target group : 

This training course primarily impacted the participants by

sensitizing youth workers to the number of phenomena , both

psychological and emotional in nature , that would be

manifesting themselves just beneath the surface of any rapport

with a young person . These include but are not limited to , the

young person ’s attachment style , and how it can impact the

working relationship that is built with the youth worker in both

positive and negative ways ; how trauma experienced by young

people through environmental circumstances or abuse , can

also impact the young person ’s ability to function and relate to

others , and how these difficulties are often picked up viscerally

and intuitively by youth workers , who may not always be able to

adequately process them in order to use them for their

intervention with young people .

Through inter-profession approach learning between the fields

of youth work , pedagogy , social work and psychotherapy , 

 participants learnt the ways that people working with young

people can be impacted upon by their work with youngsters ,

and how in turn they can impact the young people they are

working with . This is only possible when the youth worker is

able to make sense of the feelings and emotions being

transferred upon him/her by the young person ; and is able to

give them back to the young person by intervening in a way that

makes sense , is relevant to the young person , and that can help

the young person integrate his/her experience .

The participants did not just become aware of the various

factors which effect their well-being on a psychological and

emotional level but also tools how to deal with this . The

participants were given various tools which will help them to

identify VT , projections or transference as soon as it occurs and

ways how to cope with this . Yoga , meditation , art , peer to

peer support and other methods were used throughout the

training to ensure that everyone finds their preferred method as

a coping strategy .SCHOOLS
SECTOR
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Another important impact on the youth workers has been the

opportunity to be given a choice . The choice is to look for

support when is needed and to learn how to draw boundaries

between their work and their personal lives . The participants

were assisted to reflect on their work and life and pinpoint what

do they need to be more effective in their work . By knowing

what they need they will be able to work on it . The participants

also understood that if they must give something to young

people , first they need to have it themselves . They cannot

motivate or inspire others when they are not motivated or 

inspired themselves .

The organisation participants in this training course have been

positively impacted as well since they have trained youth

workers which are better in handling stressful situations and

decreased the risk of burnout in youth workers/leaders . This has

been of benefit not only to the organization but also to the

target group , who are the young people themselves . Youth

workers/leaders have been enabled to identify stress at the

initial stages and were given tools to control it before damage is

suffered . Ultimately , the result and final impact is that the

organisation has increased its capacity of workers and can offer

better service to the community .

Any Tools/Products Developed
   

The workshops developed by the trainers during this project has

been shared with the participants . 

   

Specific theme/s  

Health and wellbeing , social inclusion , professional development

of youth leaders/workers

Testimonials/positive comments from participants in final
report
 

“I wouldn ’t limit myself to my daily life only , there were many

useful exercises about mindfulness and analysing your own

personality and history with trauma so that is something I plan

to continue doing . I will also spread the knowledge among my

close friends . I am now more aware about the unconscious

processes happening while I work with people dealing with

mental struggles or past trauma so that I also can avoid getting

the same burnout which they unfortunately suffer from .”

(Rosana Petkova – Bulgaria)

 

“This course was extremely positive as it allowed me to be more

aware of some methods and practices , but especially how to act

or not to act given a particular situation / problem . Sharing

experiences and reflections , made individually or in groups , also

make me more aware of the problems and how to act . This peer

sharing was extremely enriching .”

(Ana De Lurdes Ribeiro Marcos ,Portugal)
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“It was important to remember some of theory , but in general , I

will follow all of the knowledge learnt to put it . in practice

directly with the users of the association .”

(Laura Parachout , Spain)

 

“Self-reflection on life and learning to be mindful is biggest

positive personal achievement from this project .”

(Antonio Kovač , Croatia)

“As I am working with young people from various backgrounds , it

will help me to support them better and to take care of myself

at the same time . I gained a lot of knowledge and practical help

from this training course . It helped not only to grow

professionally but also

personally .” 

(Eva Behmane , Latvia)
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OBJECTIVES OF THE PROJECT

KEY ACTION:   SUPPORT FOR POLICY REFORM:  KA347
SECTOR:  YOUTH DIALOGUE PROJECTS

The project consists of events for youths intended to increase

awareness of international decision making and to simulate the

work of the UN . The crux of the project is a conference where

youths will participate as Chairs of UN Committees and Delegates

representing a country within the committees . After the

conference , meetings will be held with local and international

decision makers and stakeholders to discuss the work done during

the entire project . Training will be provided to participants , as well

as a talk on pursuing a career in international affairs . The entire

project intends to address 3 main needs : apathy within young

communities in Europe , low rates of active participation of youth

in society and lack of youth involvement in decision making .

Specific theme/s

International cooperation , international relations , development

cooperation . Reaching the policy level with decision makers

Youth (Participation , Youth work , Youth Policy)
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Target group:
All participants involved , aside from key speakers and decision

makers/experts who will be consulted after the conference , are

young people under the age of 30 . Participants targeted are

mainly those with a strong interest in international affairs and

diplomacy , as well as decision making on a local , European and

international level . They will come from different academic

backgrounds and disciplines . The project will involve both local

and European/international youths to create a greater platform

for idea-sharing .

Short description of beneficiary institution
The Malta Model United Nations (MaltMUN) Society is an

autonomous , international , non-profit organization committed

to securing close ties among the most diverse of its members ,

investing in their personal development and nurturing

leadership skills , whilst embracing the spirit of the United

Nations throughout . Founded in 2013 , it is the first organisation

to organise an annual Model United Nations Conference in

Malta .

Summary of results and impact
Participants ’ resolutions were ultimately presented before

panels of policy makers who were invited to listen to committee

members ’ proposals , during the “Meeting with Policy Makers”

events which followed the main Conference . Four separate

meetings were held , one with the UNHCR ’s Malta representative

Dr Paolo Biondi , another with the Minister of Finance , the third

with the Maltese AI Task Force representative , and the last with

two members of separate political parties (one of which being

the local green party). The policy makers invited to the meetings

augured the success of the project and clearly held it in high

regard , whilst providing positive and constructive feedback on

our participants ’ proposals . The meetings thus allowed

participants a bridge to persons with whom their opinions may

truly have an impact . As youths , they were given a platform (and

therefore , the confidence) to propose ideas which may truly

make a difference , both locally and even globally . The

experience and skills harnessed from this project furthermore

provides participants with stepping-stones to brighter futures

and careers . The project also included a seminar on careers in

international affairs , attended by Ms Francesca Gatt , head of

global issues at the Ministry of Foreign Affairs , Dr Tonio Borg , ex-

minister for Foreign Affairs and ex-EU Commissioner , and Dr

Anna Khakee , head of the department of international relations

at the University of Malta . In this session , personal experiences

were shared , to offer students a personal insight as to what their

future may truly hold .

This project was designed to have a multi-level impact , on a

local , European and International level , connecting youths from

different institutions , hailing from different countries and

backgrounds . The project aims to instil a sense of belonging in

the international community , by empowering youths to set a

vision for the future together , despite differences in

backgrounds and other capabilities .
SCHOOLS
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Testimonials/positive comments from participants in final
report

Tudor Danila

The experience in MaltMUN`s project was simply amazing , from

the organisation to the academics , the product they brought

was at the highest level that can be found . Starting with

logistics , we were treated wonderfully , with close attention

being paid to us and all our possible needs and the kindness of

the entire Secretariat , who greeted us warmly . Furthermore , the

organisation of the events themselves , including coffee breaks ,

socials , the schedule and academic needs was on point , it being

smooth , fast and without any flaws to be commented .

On the academic part , although it was clearly full of beginners ,

the motivation and hard work brought by all participants made

the experience academically satisfying and an insightful learning

process for me . Overall , and as commented , the kindness ,

professionality , effort and will of the Secretariat was clearly a

highlight which translated in the conference especially being

one of the best I have personally been to organisation-wise .

Gabrielle Bezzina : 19 – Participant

To say that the MaltMUN experience was spectacular is an

understatement . The level of organization practiced namely on

orientation day and the friendly environment outside and during

the committee , made the experience all the more remarkable . A

high level of professionalism was maintained all throughout the

three days , both from the Chairs as well as the Secretariat , which

made my first experience in a MUN less nerve wrecking and

more productive . What was greatly appreciated was the events

which came after the conference itself . The Ssecretariat kept a

close relationship with its participants , presenting us with events

such as ‘ A Career in International Affairs ’ and ‘Youth with policy

makers events ’ for each committee . These events made it very

clear that MaltMUN opens up doors to many diverse

opportunities and not solely the September conference . Mixed

in with the preparatory events before the conference I felt a

great level of personal growth thanks to such professional

events .
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Young people need easily accessible opportunities to engage in

solidarity activities , which could enable them to express their

commitment to the benefit the communities around them

while also acquiring useful experience , skills and competences

for their personal , educational , social , civic and professional

development , thereby improving their employability .

The European Solidarity Corps brings together young people to

build a more inclusive society , supporting vulnerable people

and responding to societal challenges . It offers an inspiring and

empowering experience for young people who want to help ,

learn and develop skills simultaneously .

 

The European Solidarity Corps covers a broad range of areas ,

from integration of migrants to environmental challenges and

prevention of natural disasters . The European Solidarity Corps

is also crucial in complementing the efforts made by Member

States to support young people in their school-to-work

transition .

Quality  Label

The European Solidarity Corps Quality Label , which serves as an

organisation 's entry ticket for the European Solidarity Corps ,

certifies that a participating is able to ensure the necessary

framework conditions for young people to take part in

solidarity activities in line with the principles and objectives of

the European Solidarity Corps and further quality requirements .

Although organisations participating in Volunteering ,

Traineeships and Jobs , need to have the Quality Label , this does

not automatically lead to a European Solidarity Corps project

grant and

requirements vary depending on the type of solidarity activity

an organisation wants to be involved in and its role . An

organisation can apply for one or several Quality Labels :

 

Quality  Label  for  Volunteering–supporting and/or host role 

Quality  Label  for  Traineeships

Quality  Label  for  Jobs

EUROPEAN SOLIDARITARY CORPS
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Volunteering

This activity provides young people with the opportunity to

contribute to the daily work of organisations in solidarity

activities , whereby the ultimate beneficiaries are those

communities within which the activities are carried out .

Volunteering helps to overcome important societal challenges

and needs faced by local communities . Volunteering also

provides young people with the opportunity to acquire useful

experience , skills and competences for their personal ,

educational , social , civic and professional development , thus

also improving their employability and active citizenship .  

Volunteering  activities  can  be  of  two  types:

Individual Volunteering or Volunteering Teams , and can take

place in a broad range of areas as long as these constitute a

rich experience in a non-formal and informal learning context .

Traineeships  and  Jobs

Traineeships and Jobs are other forms of solidarity

activities that give young people the opportunity for full-time 

 work practice or employment , thus enhancing their skills and

experience and facilitating their employability and school-to-

work transition . Traineeships and Jobs offer young people with

a unique opportunity to enter the labour market while

contributing and addressing important societal challenges and

this combination will be of benefit to themselves , to national

and local authorities and to other stake holders in their efforts

to cope with various challenges . Traineeships and jobs can take

place in a broad range of areas but do not include activities

that are part of curricula in formal education , vocational

education and training systems and activities for

emergency response .
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Solidarity  projects

The value of solidarity in such projects provides the necessary

unity to cope with societal challenges , regional or national

issues through help offered by young Europeans expressing

their solidarity in practice . Such activity enables young people

to take the initiative to respond to the issues and challenges

around them and this is what links participants to the local

community they live in . 

Solidarity projects impact the local community by addressing

local issues , usually targeting a specific group or developing

local opportunities but also through involving different actors

and developing new partnerships . Thus , by setting common

goals and cooperating together to achieve them , communities

benefit from a solidarity project . Together with addressing the

local challenges , a Solidarity Project should also clearly

demonstrate European added value and be an important non-

formal learning experience for young people .

During 2019 , EUPA awarded the following totals in projects

under the European Solidarity Corps Programme :

Volunteering  Projects – ESC 11 : €318,680.00

Solidarity  projects – ESC 31 : €24,101.00

ESC 1 1  -  VOLUNTEERING PROJECTS ROUND 1

Rejected

50%

Selected

50%

0%  Reserved & Ineligible 

EUROPEAN SOLIDARITARY CORPS
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ESC 1 1  -  VOLUNTEERING PROJECTS ROUND 3

Selected

100%

0%  Reserved, 

Rejected & Ineligible 

ESC 31  -  SOLIDARITY PROJECTS ROUND 1

Selected

100%

0%  Reserved, 

Rejected & Ineligible 

ESC 31  -  SOLIDARITY PROJECTS ROUND 3

Selected

100%

0%  Reserved, 

Rejected & Ineligible 
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Countries represented in the project (apart from Malta) 
France

Slovakia

Spain

Turkey
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INSPIRE  -  EDEN AND RAZZETT FOUNDATION

OBJECTIVES OF THE PROJECT

KEY ACTION:   KA105
SECTOR:  YOUTH -  VOLUNTEERING

Participation of Young people – Inclusion:

EVS volunteers were encouraged to share their own knowledge

and skills as they work together with professionals running

different services at the organisation . Various structures were in

place providing various avenues through which volunteers can

not only express and voice their ideas but also be provided with

feedback as to the outcome of their contribution . EVS volunteers

were regularly empowered to take up specific tasks requiring

the implementation of active decision-making skills , discussion

skills , and working in a team . These tasks would take place with

a professional supervising the overall running of the task . This

project was open to young people with fewer opportunities .

Inspire aims to support individuals , carers , other organisations

and the government within the Maltese community by focusing

on activities that increase independence and inclusion . The

organisation professes a caring attitude , an innovative approach ,

high quality governance & management , and investment in their

staff & volunteers as the means of achieving a high-quality

nation-wide service for all abilities .
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Summary of results and impact 

All participants were impacted very positively by their voluntary

experience at Inspire . It improved their job prospects and gave

them the confidence they needed in their career . During their

time at Inspire , some volunteers took the initiative to embarked

on their own side projects , where they identified a need within

their target group and created workshops/sessions catered

specifically for them . This made their experience even more

valuable , as this gave them the motivation to better understand

their working environment and the needs of their target group .

Eventually , some volunteers remained at Inspire after their

volunteering experience , while others pursued a career or

continued their studies within the field in their home country .

Since the volunteers worked with members of the community ,

there was a direct benefit to the clients and their families . This is

due to the increased quality of the care/services Inspire can

provide with the volunteer 's assistance . The project itself and the

nature of the Erasmus+ Programme , left an impact on a local ,

regional and national level , in terms of helping the community

to become more aware of different cultures , more accepting and

more open to change and diversity .

Specific theme/s  

- Disabilities - Special Needs .-       

- Health and Wellbeing .-       

- Inclusion - Equity

Testimonials/positive comments from participants in final
report

https ://inspireevs .wordpress .com/2019/01/11/inspire-evs-malta-an-

amazing-experience/ 

https ://inspireevs .wordpress .com/2018/03/05/mela/
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Youth Unemployment:
 

Due to the economic crisis many young persons are unemployed

or employed in areas unrelated to the area in which they

studied . This creates a sense of frustration and hopelessness for

youngsters who have put a lot of energy into their studies or

finished school and hoped to be able to contribute to society

through working . This project gave people who have studied in

the fields of disabilities or health-related studies an opportunity

to use their skills and knowledge and gain essential experience

which can help them afterwards to find a job in their chosen

field . For those who were unemployed this project aimed to help

youngsters make use of their time , feel useful and feel they are

contributing positively to society . And for those who have not

studied or come from a different field to the health care field ,

this project is a completely new experience and can open them

up to new opportunities and help them discover skills they may

not have realised they had , which can then increase confidence

and job opportunities at a later stage .

Sports:
      

Sport as a tool to promote active citizenship and social inclusion

in young people . This objective is part of the mission statement

of Inspire . EVS volunteers were actively assisting people with a

disability through the practice of different sport disciplines ,

including swimming , therapeutic horse riding , training in the

gym , and various activities organised by the sports club . Inspire

also involved EVS volunteers assisting young children with a

physical disability to participate in sporting activities every so

often .

Promoting healthy lifestyle:

Promoting healthy lifestyle through physical activity (including

sport) EVS volunteers were continually being exposed to the

benefits of leading a healthy lifestyle . On arrival the volunteers

were offered a free gym and pool membership and encouraged

to make use of this throughout their stay after working hours .

EVS volunteers were also encouraged to involved themselves in

the various sport activities organised by Inspire aimed both at

people who have a disability or the public in general to promote

healthy lifestyle during leisure time (eg : Fun Runs , Swimathon ,

wheelchair rugby , participation in the Ability Challenge).

Target group.

People with disability

 Short description of beneficiary institution.

Inspire is a non-profit charitable organisation that provides an

array of therapeutic , educational and leisure services to children

and adults with physical and/or learning disabilities , either free

of charge or at a subsidised rate .
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